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INTRODUCTION
The wave properties of the near-surface layers affect the anisotropic interpretation of a subsurface

target zone using multicomponent VSP data. It has been common to correct for this in shear wave
data by assuming a uniform anisotropic overburden (Winterstein and Meadows, 1991) or anisotropy
with changes in the direction of the symmetry axis (Zeng and MacBeth,  1992) due to re-orientations
of the stress field (Crampin, 1990). All of these corrections rely upon a unitary downgoing
transmission response for the overburden MD(a),  for which the product M,*T(w)M,(w) is a unit
matrix. Here, w represents the temporal frequency, with the asterisk representing complex
conjugation, and the superscript T a transpose matrix. Although in data where agreement has been
reached between different techniques such as layer stripping and local propagator matrix techniques
(Lefeuvre et al., 1991),  this assumption would appear satisfactory, it is unlikely that the unitary
assumption will be generally applicable for low velocity heterogeneous near-surface layers, or layers
which are laterally varying, dipping, attenuative and possess large joints or open fractures. To resolve
this problem, the present work estimates the overburden response using the assumption that M,(o) is
a general non-unitary matrix operator.

0VEM”UIZDEN CORRECTION
It is assumed that after transmission through the overburden, the wavefleld propagates through an

anisotropic subsurface containing the target zone.
closely spaced geophone levels is unitary,

The anisotropic operator AM,(w) which connects
and the ith recorded data matrix’ Di(w) (group of

displacements from several source motions) may be expressed by { AMD(w) Ji-‘M,(w).  A group of
VSP levels for determining the overburden response can now be chosen using the unitary product:

Di(~)*TDi(to) = M,(W*TM,(W  ;

which is independent of the depth for suitable recordings. An estimate of the overburden operator is
determined from the shallowest group of these recordings. Firstly, a least-squares estimate is obtained
for the local transfer function AM@, and then M,(o) is obtained by minimizing the error between
the recorded data matrices Di(w) and the estimates ( AM,(o)Ji-‘M,(u). Deconvolution can now be
applied by post-multiplying the recorded data matrix with the inverse overburden operator.

EXAMPLES OF OVERBURDEN CORRECTION
The procedure is applied to two sets of shear wave field data from near-offset VSPs. The first

dataset  is acquired in the Romashkino reservoir, Russia, between 605m and 975m depth (Figure 1 (a)).
Initial estimates of the polarization azimuth of the leading shear-wave vary from N160”E  to N117”E
(Figure l(b)), with scattered time-delays in the upper portion, followed by a linear trend between
75Om and 975m (Figure l(b)). Correction for a general overburden response based upon the upper
few recordings reduces the scatter in the time-delay estimates, these now being approximately zero
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down to the top of the reservoir zone, and then increasing linearly to Sms at 975m  depth. The
polarization azimuth is approximately constant below the reservoir.

The second example is taken from near-offset recordings between 1097m and 2347m in the Lost
Hills field, California. Here, the polarization azimuth remains quite constant with the time-delay of
42ms showing that most of the anisotropy has built up in the overlying layers. Corrections for this
dominant overburden component set the time-delay to almost zero between 1097m and 1 SOOm, with
variable polarization azimuth. There is a small build up in time-delay in the lower portion of the
VSP, the polarization azimuth again assuming a roughly constant value.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The treatment of the overburden response as a general matrix operator offers the possibility of a

more satisfactory correction for the seismic wave properties of the overburden in multicomponent data.
This procedure is particularly useful for analyses where we seek to correlate target zone birefrigence
with fractures and production rates.
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Figure 1. (a) Four-component data matrix of near-offset data from the Romashkino reservoir; (b)
polarization azimuth of leading shear-wave and time-delay for the Romashkino data. Dots correspond
to original results and solid lines are after correction for a general overburden operator. Dashed
horizontal lines delineate the reservoir zone.
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